A new numerical method is introduced for solving linear Fredholm integrodifferential equations which is based on a hybrid of block-pulse functions and Chebyshev polynomials using the well-known Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto collocation points. Composite Chebyshev finite difference method is indeed an extension of the Chebyshev finite difference method and can be considered as a nonuniform finite difference scheme. The main advantage of the proposed method is reducing the given problem to a set of algebraic equations. Some examples are given to approve the efficiency and the accuracy of the proposed method.
Introduction
Linear and nonlinear Fredholm integrodifferential equations can be used to model many problems of science and theoretical physics such as engineering, biological models, electrostatics, control theory of industrial mathematics, economics, fluid dynamics, heat and mass transfer, oscillation theory, and queuing theory [1] .
In recent years, many authors have considered different numerical methods to solve these kinds of problems. In 2012, Dehghan and Salehi employed [2] the meshless moving least square method for solving nonlinear Fredholm integrodifferential equations. A sequential method for the solution of Fredholm integrodifferential equations was presented by Berenguer et al. [3] in 2012. The formulation of the Fredholm integrodifferential equation in terms of an operator and the use of Schauder bases are the main tools of this method.
In [4] , the operational Adomian-Tau method with Pade approximation was used for solving nonlinear Fredholm integrodifferential equations. This approach is based on two matrices, and Pade approximation was used to improve the accuracy of the method. Chebyshev finite difference method was proposed in [5] in order to solve Fredholm integrodifferential equations. In this scheme the problem is reduced to a set of algebraic equations. In [6] , Legendre collocation matrix method was introduced for solving high-order linear Fredholm integrodifferential equations. In this way, the equation and its conditions are converted to matrix equations using collocation points on the interval [−1, 1]. Atabakan et al. [7, 8] proposed a modification of homotopy analysis method (HAM) known as spectral homotopy analysis method (SHAM) to solve linear Volterra and Fredholm integrodifferential equations. In this procedure, the Chebyshev pseudospectral method was used to obtain an approximation of solutions to higher-order equation. The semiorthogonal spline method was discussed in [9] . This approach is used to solve Fredholm integral and integrodifferential equations.
In this paper, we applied a composite Chebyshev finite difference (ChFD) method for solving Fredholm integrodifferential equations. Fredholm integro differential equation is given by The base of the proposed method is a hybrid of block-pulse functions and Chebyshev polynomials using Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points. This method was introduced and applied for solving the optimal control of delay systems with a quadratic performance index in [10, 11] .
Chebyshev polynomials which are the eigenfunctions of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem have many advantages. They can be considered as a good representation of smooth functions by finite Chebyshev expansions provided that the function is infinitely differentiable. The Chebyshev expansion coefficients converge faster than any finite power of 1/ as goes to infinity for problems with smooth solutions. The numerical differentiation and integration can be performed. Moreover, they have been applied to solve different kinds of boundary value problems [12] [13] [14] .
The paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 includes some necessary preliminaries and notations. Chebyshev finite difference method and composite Chebyshev finite difference method for solving Fredholm integrodifferential equations are described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Convergence analysis of the proposed method is presented in Section 5. In Section 6 discretization of the method is introduced, and some numerical examples are presented in Section 7. In Section 8, concluding remarks are given.
Preliminaries and Notations
In this section, we present some notations, definitions, and preliminary facts that will be used further in this work.
Block-Pulse Functions (BPF).
In order to introduce block-pulse functions, we first suppose the interval [0, ) to be divided into equidistant subintervals [(( − 1)/ ) , ( / ) ), = 1, 2, . . . , . A set of block-pulse functions ( ) ( ) composed of orthogonal functions with piecewise constant values is defined on the semiopen interval [0, ) as follows:
where the th component is given by
Block-pulse functions have some nice characteristics. They are disjoint and orthogonal; that is,
where , is the Kronecker delta function. In addition, the set of block-pulse functionies satisfy Parseval's identity when tends to infinity. In other words, for any function V ∈ £ 2 [0, ),
where
so they are complete. For more information about blockpulse functions, interested reader is referred to [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Chebyshev Polynomials.
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind of degree can be defined as follows [12] :
which are orthogonal with respect to the weight function ( ) = 1/ √ 1 − 2 , where
Chebyshev polynomials also satisfy the following recursive formula:
The set of Chebyshev polynomials is a complete orthogonal set in the Hilbert space
They have also another useful characteristic; see [14] . If
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where and are the order of block-pulse functions and Chebyshev polynomials, respectively. The set of hybrid functions of block-pulse and Chebyshev polynomials is a complete orthogonal set in the Hilbert space £ 2 [0, )
because the set of block-pulse functions and the set of Chebyshev polynomials are completely orthogonal. In view of the following formula:
in which is the Kronecker delta function and ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , , are the corresponding weight functions on the th subinterval [(( − 1)/ ) , ( / ) ) and defined as
we can conclude that the hybrid functions are orthogonal with respect to weight functions . The set of hybrid functions is complete, so any function V ∈ £ 2 [0, ) can be written as follows:
in whicĥ
where (⋅, ⋅) is the weighted inner product.
Chebyshev Finite Difference Method
We can approximate a function ( ) in terms of Chebyshev polynomials as follows [31] :
with double primes meaning that the first and last terms should be halved. Moreover, are the extrema of the Mthorder Chebyshev polynomial ( ) and defined as
In view of (7), we have
so can be rewritten as
The first three derivatives of the function ( ) at the points , = 0, 1, . . . , , are given in [32, 33] as where
with 0 = = 1/2, = 1 for = 1, 2, . . . − 1. As can be seen from (23), the first three derivatives of the function ( ) at any point of the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points is expanded as a linear combination of the values of the function at these points.
In view of (13) and (19), we have
Composite Chebyshev Finite Difference Method
In this Section, we present the composite Chebyshev finite difference (ChFD) method. Consider 
A function ( ) can be written in terms of hybrid basis functions as follows:
where , = 1, 2, . . . , , = 0, 1, . . . , , are the expansion coefficients of the function ( ) at the subinterval [( − 1)/ , / ] and , ( ), = 1, 2, . . . , , = 0, 1, . . . , , are defined in (14) .
In view of (14) and (19), we can obtain the coefficients as
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, = 32
In view of (26) and (28), we get
Convergence Analysis
A detailed proof of the following results can be found in [11] . 
Lemma 1. If the hybrid expansion of a continuous function ℎ( ) converges uniformly, then it converges to the function ℎ( ).

Theorem 2. A function ℎ( ) ∈ £ 2 [0, ) with bounded second derivative, say |ℎ ( )| ≤ , can be expanded as an infinite sum
Theorem 3. Suppose that ℎ( ) ∈ £ 2 [0, ) with bounded second derivative, say |ℎ ( )| ≤ , and then its hybrid expansion converges uniformly to ℎ( ); that is,
where the summation symbol with prime denotes a sum with the first term halved.
Theorem 4 (accuracy estimation).
Suppose that ℎ( ) ∈ 2 [0, ) with bounded second derivative, say |ℎ ( )| ≤ , and then one has the following accuracy estimation:
where 
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Discretization of Problem
In this section, we apply the composite ChFD method to solve Fredholm integrodifferential equations of the form (1). For this purpose, we approximate integral part in (1) using (32) . We expand ( , ) ( ) in terms of hybrid functions:
with aid of (32), we will have
In order to obtain the solution ( ) in (1), by applying the composite ChFD method, we first collocate (1) in ChebyshevGauss-Lobatto collocation points , = 1, . . . , , = 0, 1, . . . , − . In addition, substituting (28) and (30) into boundary conditions (1), we get equations. Moreover, the approximate solution and its first derivatives should be continuous at the interface of subintervals; that is,
Therefore, we have a system of ( + 1) algebraic equations, which can be solved by using Newton's iterative method for the unknowns ( ), = 0, 1, . . . , , = 0, 1, . . . , . Consequently, the approximate solution ( ) of (1) can be calculated.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we apply the technique described in Section 6 to some illustrative examples of higher-order linear Fredholm integrodifferential equations. 
subject to the boundary conditions
with the exact solution ( ) = 1/( 2 + 1).
We solve the problem with = 10, and = 8. A comparison between absolute errors in solutions obtained by composite Chebyshev finite difference method, wavelet collocation method, wavelet Galerkin and Chebyshev finite difference method is tabulated in Table 1 . As can been seen in Table 1 , our results are much more accurate than those obtained by other methods specially wavelet collocation method.
The maximum errors for approximate solution ( ) can be defined as
where the computed result with is shown by and exact ( ) is the exact solution. For different values of , the errors of are presented in Table 2 .
Example 2. Consider the second-order Fredholm integrodifferential equation [5, 15] 
subject to the boundary condition
The exact solution of this equation is ( ) = .
The problem is solved with = 7, and = 8. A comparison between absolute errors in solutions by composite Chebyshev finite difference method, wavelet collocation method, wavelet Galerkin and Chebyshev finite difference method is tabulated in Table 3 . It is clear from Table 3 that our method is reliable and applicable to handle Fredholm integrodifferential equations. For different values of , the errors of are shown in Table 4 . 
subject to
with the exact solution ( ) = .
In order to apply the presented method for solving the given problem, we should transform using an appropriate change of variables as
In this example, we set = 9, and = 10. In Table 5 , absolute errors in solutions obtained by composite Chebyshev finite difference method are compared with Tau method and Chebyshev finite difference method. According to Table 5 using the proposed method, we can obtain approximate solution which is almost same as exact solution. For different values of the errors of are shown in Table 6 . 
= 9, and = 4 are considered to solve Example 4. In Table 7 , absolute errors in solutions obtained by composite Chebyshev finite difference method are compared with CAS wavelet method, differential transfer method, Improved homotopy perturbation method, and a sequential method. It is illustrated in Table 7 that the results obtained using current method are very closed to exact solution. The graph of absolute errors for = 9, and = 4 is shown in Figure 1 .
Example 5. Consider the first-order Fredholm integrodifferential equation [6, 34, 35] ( ) + ( ) − = − 2 sin ( )
subject to This example is solved for = 8 and = 4. In order to apply the presented method for solving the given problem, we should transform using an appropriate change of variables as
In Table 8 , absolute errors in solutions obtained by composite Chebyshev finite difference method are compared with Legendre polynomial method. As can be shown in Table 8 , the introduced method is more efficient than Legendre polynomial method, and the numerical results are in good agreement with exact solutions up to 13 decimal places. The graph of absolute errors for = 4, and = 8 is shown in Figure 2 . The exact solution for this problem is ( ) = sin . We solve the problem with = 9, and = 10. In Table 9 , absolute errors in solutions obtained by composite Chebyshev finite difference method are compared with Legendre polynomial solutions. For different values of the errors of are shown in Table 10 . The graph of absolute errors for = 10, and = 9 is shown in Figure 3. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the composite Chebyshev finite difference method for solving Fredholm integrodifferential equations. The composite ChFD method is indeed an extension of the ChFD scheme with = 1. This method is based on a hybrid of block-pulse functions and Chebyshev polynomials using Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto collocation points.
The useful properties of Chebyshev polynomials and block-pulse functions make it a computationally efficient method to approximate the solution of Fredholm integrodifferential equations. We converted the given problem to a system of algebraic equations using collocation points.
The main advantage of the present method is the ability to represent smooth and especially piecewise smooth functions properly. It was also shown that the accuracy can be improved either by increasing the number of subintervals or by increasing the number of collocation points in subintervals. Several examples have been provided to demonstrate the powerfulness of the proposed method. A comparison was made among the present method, some other well-known approaches, and exact solution which confirms that the introduced method is more accurate and efficient.
